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Aris Limassol and Slovan Bratislava are set to meet in the second qualifying round of the
UEFA Europa Conference League. The two teams have taken contrasting paths to reach this
stage.
Aris Limassol secured qualification directly as the 3rd placed team in Cyprus last season. It
marked their return to European football after a four year absence. Coach Temur Ketsbaia will
be aiming to use their home advantage in the first leg. However, Aris will need to show
improvement from their domestic campaigns if they want to overcome Slovan.
Slovan Bratislava had to come through two tough preliminary qualifying ties. They defeated
Dinamo Batumi of Georgia in the first qualifying round. A 5-2 aggregate victory set up a match
with Kosovo's balla balla. Slovan's European experience helped them navigate a 3-1 victory
on that occasion. Coach Vladimír Weiss will hope the extra minutes has his players battle-
hardened for the playoff stage.
On paper, Slovan will fancy their chances of advancing 爛. As champions of Slovakia last
season, they have demonstrated quality in key areas. Their front three of Rafael Ratao,
Emanuel Herrera, and Giorgi Aburjania already has five goals between them in qualifying.
Slovan's defense has also looked steady so far, only conceding twice in the two-legged affairs.
However, Aris will see this as a great opportunity in front of their own supporters👍. The
Cypriot side possesses talent throughout the squad as well. Players like Ioannis Pittas, Jordi
Gómez, and Raúl Rusescu can cause problems if given space. Home advantage may allow
Aris to frustrate Slovan's game plan. An away goal could prove crucial.
It promises to be a tightly contested tie💪. Both clubs have the motivation and tools to
advance. Aris will draw on the passion of their fans. While Slovan's quality and experience on
the European stage may give them the edge. An intriguing playoff match-up awaits between
two teams aimi - https://mbscore.tv/match/aris-limassol-vs-slovan-bratislava-18965194
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